
MDRS GREENHAB UV INSULATION COVER



UV INSULATING COVER FOR GREENHAB
The greenhouse on Mars will be the main power source of life of The greenhouse on Mars will be the main power source of life of 

the first inhabitants on Mars, and due  to the strong ultra violet 
rays on the red planet, I consider a fabric/filter 100% UV, besides 

the material of  the fabric is a nonwoven polyester which covers 
the aluminum frames (icosahedrons). This small shelter  from the 
harmful UV rays was born from the need for shade during the days 
of solar intensity on Mars, in  the Utah desert, where the greenhou-
se plants die burned by the strong intensity through the skin of se plants die burned by the strong intensity through the skin of  po-
lycarbonate (actual covering of the greenhouse). My project was 
testing this second skin over the  fourth rib of the greenhouse 

structure and see how the plant growing developments takes 
place in the  two weeks of the research. My proposal considers 
the ease of construction, procurement and  transportation of ma-
terials. I have relied on the concept of light forms, using as key the 
aluminium  tubes  and mechanism, this has been developed and 
improved to be lightweight, easy to carry folding and,  above all, 

protect us from the UV rays. 

“Personally I consider this experience as a challenge, since 

there isn’t much or nothing about it developed in the field of ar-

chitecture. There is a firm of architects who has designed a 

cabin on the moon for NASA, but besides that thereisn’t many 

investigations. As an architect I aspire to create experimental 

designs and build structures that could house astronauts in 

space. It's very difficult because it's not just a case of extreme 

micromicro - life, but designing a house without guidance, where 

walls, floors and ceilings are nonexistent. This inspires me to think 

beyond the traditional architecture.”

http://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/628134/arquitecta-peruana-desarrolla-cubierta-para-rayos-uv-en-estacion-de-la-nasa-en-utah
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